Kipling’s Cars
by John Walker

This entry is intended for those who would like a little more detail on the cars themselves. It does
not cover the prose and verse relating to the subject. It would also be interesting to have detail on
the engineer/ chauffeurs employed, over the forty years.
We welcome comments, corrections, and further information.

The first experience of motoring.
Summer 1899. From Rottingdean, Rudyard rode out with Alfred Harmsworth, of the Daily Mail,
probably in a Panhard. Harmsworth is known to have bought a 12hp Panhard at about this time,
though we can find no confirmation of this, until a short item in The Autocar, in January 1900.

Photograph of an early Panhard from the Kipling Society Library.

Photograph: Courtesy Bonhams Collectors Motor Cars and Automobilia. A Panhard Wagonette of 1899.

The first ‘motor’ imported into England, for Evelyn Ellis, was an 1895 Panhard and Levassor, though
this was the lighter 4 h.p. model. By 1899, Panhard had nearly ten years of experience of building and
selling cars. The 12 h.p. Panhard was widely admired among pioneer motorists. Indeed, Charles Rolls,
later of Rolls-Royce drove one to a significant victory in the ACGBI’s 1000 Miles Trial in 1900. 12 h.p.
Panhards of the time, such as the B 1, had 3,266 c.c. engines, driving the rear wheels by chain,
through a four speed gearbox – a remarkably modern format. Harmsworth’s vehicle may equally
have been the 6 h.p. Wagonette, which used a Daimler-Phoenix engine. This was a 1,650 c.c. vertical
twin cylinder, fired by hot tube ignition. It would have had three gears, and braking by ‘spoon brakes’
on the wheels, a separate friction pad on the transmission, and a ‘sprag brake’, for emergencies.
Final drive was by chain, and steering on early examples by tiller.

1. ‘The Embryo’
6th December 1899. Caroline (Carrie) Kipling’s diary records, ‘Rud hires a car from London. We drive
to Brighton’. This motor soon came to be called ‘The Embryo’.
The Embryo was probably a Lutzmann Victoria, a type produced by Lutzmann and then Opel in
Russelsheim from 1896 to 1902. It had a 1.5 litre, single cylinder, petrol (Otto cycle) engine,
producing 3.5 h.p., with intermediate belt and final chain drive to one of the rear wheels, and was
capable of around 12 m.p.h.. The hirer supplied an engineer/driver. Only 65 of these first Opel cars
seem to have been produced.

Photograph: Courtesy Opel Autos https://cartype.com/pages/4977/opel_patentmotorwagen__1899

Diagram: Courtesy Automobile Facts.

22nd December 1899. Carrie Kipling’s diary records, ‘The motor broke down’.
29th May 1900. Carrie’s diary has, ‘Two motors come – one on trial, one on hire’.
12th September 1900. They try out an American automobile. This may well have been the
Locomobile.

2. The Locomobile, ‘The Holy Terror’ or ‘Coughing Jane’.
18th June 1901. The Locomobile arrives in Rottingdean. Carrie’s diaries record ‘a most excellent and
beautiful carriage’. Rudyard’s letter to John Phillips, dated 4 th July 1901 describing his first
experiences, is a classic of its time. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of
Iowa Press, 1996, vol. 3, p.60).
The Locomobile Company of America built steam cars in Bridgeport, Connecticut, from 1899 to 1904.
Since Kipling’s was clearly a four-seater, it was presumably a ‘Model 5 Locosurrey’, imported and
marketed by the Locomobile Company of Great Britain. This would have been powered by a 57 cubic
inch two cylinder reversing steam engine, on the Stanley pattern, with a fire-tube boiler wrapped in
reinforcing piano wire, and fuelled by petroleum spirit. The whole engine was surrounded by the
water storage tank. On this model, there were four brake bands, two on the differential and two on
the rear wheels. The steering was by tiller, and the range on one tank of water (no condensing
system) was less than 20 miles, at speeds of 15 to 25 mph (Kipling complained ‘…it – isn’t as if we
ever tried to get more than 10 miles an hour out of her’). At least three of this model still seem to be
in existence.

This is a contemporary photograph, but not of the Kiplings! Courtesy private collection.

Photograph: Courtesy Bonhams Collectors Motor Cars and Automobilia.

Bonhams sold a similar car, in 2013, and provide some excellent detail images:
https://www.bonhams.com/auctions/20932/lot/202/ [click on the main photograph at this site].
17th September 1901. Kipling writes to William Ernest Henley that ‘the motor’ has been in London
‘having her tripes repaired’ for four weeks. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling.
University of Iowa Press, 1996, vol. 3, p.69).
26th November 1901. ‘An American driver comes to see if he can make it go’. (Manuscript records,
Dr. A.R. Ankers, The Kipling Society Library).
13th May 1902. Kipling writes to John St Loe Strachey enquiring about joining the Royal Automobile
Club. He reports, ‘I have had to chuck my Locomobile’. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard
Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1996, vol. 3, p.90).
26th May 1902. The Locomobile is not available, so Rudyard and Carrie go by train to Etchingham and
hire a fly to view Bateman’s.

3. The Lanchester 10/12’s, ‘Amelia’ or later ‘Jane Cakebread’.
5th June 1902. The first Lanchester 10 arrives, chassis number 16, delivered personally by Frederick
Lanchester. Rudyard had met Max Lawrence, the Lanchester Works Manager, when he drove a
demonstrator of the same car to Roedean (the school had recently been set up by Lawrence’s

sisters, near Brighton). It is worth noting that the delivery to Rottingdean must have involved a drive
of nearly 200 miles, over roads which caused more than twenty punctures in the primitive tyres then
available. (Lanchester Owners Club).
The Lanchester 10 was built by the Lanchester Engine Company in Sparkbrook, Birmingham. The
model originally had a two-cylinder 4,029cc air-cooled engine, fed by a wick carburettor and centrally
mounted. It was designed to peak at 850 r.p.m., with twin crankshafts connected to each piston. This gave
smooth running, driving a three speed epicyclic gearbox, with propeller shaft and worm-and-wheel
transmission. It is not clear whether Kipling’s first Lanchester was the air-cooled version. Certainly, one of the
Lanchesters supplied to Kipling seems to have been that now preserved at the Jaguar Daimler Heritage
Museum in Coventry, registered FRW 766 (chassis 91), and fitted with a water- cooled engine. The latter car is
used regularly in the Royal Automobile Club’s Brighton Run. These cars had a disc brake, acting on the clutch.
Steering was by tiller, and the suspension used very long elliptic cantilever springs, so that the ride was wellcushioned – emphasised by contemporary photographs of the 10/12 h.p. car negotiating flights of steps.
For further details, we can recommend an article by William Boddy of Motor Sport magazine.

https://www.motorsportmagazine.com/archive/article/june-1946/13/the-genius-lanchester

Photograph: Courtesy private collection.

Advertisement: Courtesy The Autocar.

Photograph: The Kipling Society Library. A contemporary image, not of the Kiplings.

It is very likely that Kipling’s Lanchester 10 had bodywork more like the illustration above than that
of the 10 h.p. shown earlier. All coachwork was completed by Lanchester, some in Birmingham.
4th July 1902. Kipling writes to his mother-in-law, Anna Smith Balestier, that ‘ our substitute motor
has at last gone up to London and we expect our repaired and repainted and re-engined Locomobile
of ten horse power down tomorrow in its place’.

It appears that Kipling kept the Locomobile until September 1902, selling it to a gentleman from
Cowdray in Surrey (Recollections of A. F. Kent, who was employed as ‘engineer’ at Bateman’s. Kipling
Journal December 1974, p. 12). Lord Cope of Berkeley (Kipling Journal: September 2011, p.16)
suggests that Kipling’s Locomobile was finally dismantled in about 1985, but that the engine may still
be in use, in another car.
29th July 1902. Kipling buys Bateman’s, having used the Lanchester 10 to travel from Rottingdean
‘almost every day’.

Photograph of FRW 766: Courtesy The Royal Automobile Club. This is the Lanchester 12, known as ‘Kipling’s car’ (See general notes above).

3rd October 1902. Dr Ankers records that ‘Mr Lanchester arrives at Bateman’s with the machine to
convince them that all was well’. The background to this comment is unclear. (Manuscript: The
Kipling Society Library).
13th October 1902. A visit to Henry James, in Rye, ends with Amelia ‘a sick motor’. She remains in ‘a
cataleptic trance’ outside Lamb House, and the Kiplings go home by train and hired fly. (Ankers,
Arthur R., A Sussex Cavalcade, Pond View Books 1997, p. 51).
16th October 1902. An engineer sent from Birmingham finally delivers the car back to Burwash from
Rye. Rudyard’s own engineer in the interim had badly cut his fingers while sawing wood on the
Bateman’s circular saw. (Letter to Henry James: Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling.
University of Iowa Press, 1996, vol. 3, p.110).

8th October 1903. Together with Philip Burne-Jones, the Kiplings take the Lanchester to Lamb House
again, but arrive to find that Henry James is out. (Ankers, Arthur R., A Sussex Cavalcade, Pond View
Books 1997, p. 53).
11th October 1903. Henry James writes to William James, his nephew, that he had enjoyed a journey
to Bateman’s in the Lanchester. (Edel, Leon (ed.), The Letters of Henry James Vol IV, Bellknap Press,
1984).
24th February 1904. In a post script to a letter to Leslie Cope Cornford, Rudyard adds, ‘The
Lanchesters have just acknowledged “my esteemed order” for a new 18 h.p. Amelia’ (Pinney, Tom
(ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1996, vol. 3, p. 147).
26th May 1904. In a letter to Major Lionel Dunsterville (‘Stalky’), who will be arriving in Etchingham
by train, Kipling suggests that, ‘In happier days one large jasmine scented motor would have been
sent but untruthful manufacturer of same grossly delayed delivery’. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters
of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1996, vol. 3, p. 154).
1st June 1904. Carrie’s diary records delivery of the new motor: ‘Amelia II’… ‘the 18 h.p. Lanchester
arrives in the early morning’. It seems possible that this was either a short-term trial of this vehicle,
or actually a 12 h.p. model (see 3rd December 1904).
7th June 1904. Another diary entry confirms that this was a water-cooled model: ‘The motor when
being started up bursts her water jacket. Rage and telegrams consume the morning’.
16th June 1904. The diary records a happier day: ‘The second of the two new cylinders goes in. We go
to Eastbourne to buy furniture – a successful trip’. [Eastbourne was a journey of 25 miles from
Burwash].
18th June 1904. Carrie’s diary (possibly Rudyard’s own words, in meter) has, ‘Hey then, up go we –
motor most unsatisfactory’.
21st June 1904. From successive entries in the diary, we learn a little more of the presence of a
Lanchester trained engineer/driver: ‘Mr Millership from Birmingham… takes us to Tunbridge at an
alarming gate [sic] and is unable to get her to climb her hills. We return weary with the pace and sick
of the smell of oil’.
22nd June. He {Mr Millership} confesses she must go to the workshop in Birmingham for repairs.
24th June 1904. ‘Rud and motor meet me at Tunbridge Wells – we break down near Etchingham –
countershaft breaks, not home till 9.15 in showers of wet’.
If this was actually an 18/20 h.p. Lanchester, the model was in production from 1904. It had four
cylinders, but was in most other respects very like the 10/12 h.p. Some were bodied as ‘Landaulets’ or
‘Coupes de Ville’ with open driving position. Others were full tourers. There does not seem to be a
company record of the model supplied to the Kiplings.

Photograph: Courtesy Coachbuild.com.

3rd December 1904. Letter to Messrs Lanchester (reported in The Autocar, 31st December 1904):
‘Dear Sirs,
The 12 h.p. water-cooled Lanchester which I bought from you this year has run now for six months
without flaw or failure. During this time she has covered over 4,000 miles in cramped and hilly
country, often with a full load of luggage on the water deck.
She has never been out of order when I wanted her, she has never delayed me five minutes on the
road, and no day has been too long nor any hill too steep for her powers. Her repairs since June have
been confined to one or two igniter springs.
I am, after three years experience, rather a believer in the Lanchester type. It seems to me that in
ease of suspension, strength of brake, luggage room, and sobriety of appearance, the type embodies
many of the things that will be considered essential in the car of the future.’
17th December 1905. Carrie’s diary records ‘A Siddeley car on trial’, and ‘Go in trial motor trip,
Siddley [sic] car left by Mr Lawrence’.
John Siddeley had been a tyre specialist who formed ‘Siddeley Autocars’ in 1902, using Peugeot
engines and other running gear, with his company providing the coachwork. By 1904, he had moved

on to designing engines and other mechanical parts, to be made by the ’Wolseley Tool and Motor Car
Company’. The two companies amalgamated in 1905. In July 1905, a Wolseley Siddeley had
completed a trial against a De Dietrich. It had performed well, over some 3,000 miles. Since the
Kiplings describe their test car as a Siddeley, it is likely to have been a ‘vertical engined’ Siddeley
model (Wolseley, under Herbert Austin, had marketed horizontal engined cars). It may well have
been a 15 or 18 h.p. model, though the 12 h.p. was already widely admired. It is also noteworthy that
Wolseley Siddeley were gaining Royal Warrants, soon selling to such customers as Queen Alexandra.

Photograph: The Kipling Society Library.

Advertisement: Courtesy The Autocar.

4. The Daimler: ‘ Gunhilda’
24th May 1906. In passing, Carrie’s diary records, ‘Buying a Daimler car’.
The Prince of Wales, soon to become King Edward VII, had bought a Daimler Phaeton in 1900. By
1902, Daimler had a Royal Warrant. It is worth emphasising that the Daimler Motor Company, set up
in London in 1896, was a British firm. H.J. Lawson had purchased the right to use the Daimler name.

Kipling’s own car, judging from the sketches he made of John travelling in ‘Gunhilda’ may have been
a Phaeton, rather than the Landaulet body favoured by the Royal Family. The engine would have
been a four cylinder side valve, of eight to ten litres, driving through chain to a live axle.
25th May 1906. Carrie records, ‘To the Daimler Motor shop to investigate about a motor’.
30th June 1906, From Carrie’s diary: ‘[Rud and] I try the new motor, which arrived at noon’.
7th July 1906. The diary records ‘ Mr Middleton comes with his wife to lunch, proposing to buy
“Amelia II” our Lanchester motor which he wires from London in the evening he has decided to
take’.
19th September 1907. Kipling writes to Cormell Price (formerly his Headmaster at United Services
College) apologising that the Daimler is not available to help with house-hunting: ‘I am sorry the
motor goes to her birthplace to have her innards repaired’. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of
Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1996, vol. 3, p. 262).
March 1910. Rudyard and Carrie are in Vernet-les-Bains, and meet Claude Johnson. He asks where
their motor is. Rudyard explains it is being repaired, and he offers to lend them his Rolls-Royce Silver
Ghost, complete with engineer/chauffeur, Harry Fleck. As the loan is an extended one, this car is
often regarded as Kipling’s first Rolls-Royce. Details of the arrangement are not available, so this car
is not described in detail here.
2nd November 1910. Carrie’s diary notes, ‘Mr Claude Johnson comes to discuss the new Rolls-Royce’.
***

From this reference date, members of the Kipling Society may enjoy the
chance to view the Motoring Diaries, set out and annotated by Alastair Wilson,
in the For Members section of the Society’s web site. Members can also use
this facility to follow up references to Caroline Kipling’s diaries, mentioned
briefly above and in summary below.
***
C. early March 1911. Kipling writes to Claude Johnson at Rolls-Royce, from Vernet-les-Bains, ‘I’ve
been thinking a lot what to do with the car. This place which was reasonably quiet last year simply
stinks and fizzles with every make of car except R.R.. It’s a Christian duty to raise the tone of the
community. So when you’re ready, send it along’. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling.
University of Iowa Press, 1999, vol. 4, p. 16).
25th March 1911. Rudyard writes in Carrie’s diary, ‘Start our great trip in motor’. Though they still
owned the Daimler, this journey from Vernet-les-Bains was in a Rolls-Royce, on loan while they
awaited completion of coachwork on chassis 1723. Kipling refers to this car as a ‘Spectre’, but this
may again refer to a name given by Claude Johnson to the 40/50 car.
5th April 1911. ‘A motor collision near Paris’. This resulted in a bent front axle, dealt with by the
engineer/chauffeur, Fleck. (Ankers manuscript: The Kipling Society Library).

5. 1911 Rolls-Royce 40/50 h.p. Silver Ghost, chassis 1723, Barker
Limousine Landaulet, the ‘Green Goblin’.
Kipling orders a 1910 Silver Ghost (6 Series, chassis 1494), with Barker Limousine Landaulet body.
However, there is a fire at Barker’s workshops, and rebuilding is delayed as Barkers must also replace
one of the new King’s coronation coaches. Kipling refuses re-use of the damaged chassis. A new
chassis is eventually supplied (the complete listing for Silver Ghost chassis gives both numbers as
supplied to Rudyard Kipling). The story of the fire is told amusingly in a letter to Frank Doubleday,
mid-March 1911. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1999,
vol. 4, p.21).
29th May 1911. Carrie’s diary notes, ’The Daimler motor sold last week for £150 delivered today by
Moore’.
11th June 1911. Completion by Barker’s of Silver Ghost (chassis 1723), with Limousine Landaulet
coachwork in dark green, named ‘The Green Goblin’. It has been strongly suggested that the name
was actually chosen by Claude Johnson, as a company policy, with a silver and enamel nameplate
supplied by the Artificers’ Guild (Fasal, John, Edwardian Rolls-Royce, J. M. Fasal, 1994). Meryl
Macdonald suggests that this first Rolls-Royce cost £800 (Macdonald, Meryl, Kipling the Motoring
Man, National Trust, 1983). From 1911 to 1928, Kipling owned three Silver Ghosts in succession, and
was loaned at least two by the company.

Photograph. Courtesy Bonhams Collectors Motor Cars and Automobilia. A 1911 Barker bodied Limousine Landaulet similar to Kipling’s car.

The Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost was one of a series of types generally known as the 40/50 h.p.. The most
famous example – chassis 6055 - which had been named ‘Silver Ghost’ (perhaps in the same way that
Kipling’s first Rolls-Royce was the ‘Green Goblin’) gave its name to the model line. Rolls-Royce than
gave similar type names to succeeding models of 40/50’s, such as the Phantom. Kipling’s first
purchase (chassis 1723) would have had a ‘straight six’ side-valve petrol engine of just under 7.5
litres, with a three speed manual gearbox. In fact, the same general engine type would have been
present in ‘The Duchess’, bought in 1913, and ‘The Duchess II’, which he was to acquire in 1920. A
four speed gearbox would have been available for the latter two cars. The Duchess II would also have
benefited from electric starting and electric lighting as standard (earlier models used acetylene or
oil). Ignition was by magneto, though sometimes starting was with a trembler coil. Power output
(though Rolls-Royce famously avoided the subject) would have been up to 80 b.h.p. at 2,250 r.p.m..
13th June 1911. Carrie’s diary records, ‘Our new R.R. motor comes down and has to be returned –
faulty carriage building – a great disappointment’.
8th May 1912. Rudyard writes to John, ‘…You will further be pleased to learn that a Rolls-Royce
inspector (Hanbury) came down the morn at about ¼ to 12 to overhaul the Goblin. Moor [Kipling’s
engineer/chauffeur]of course opened her up and jawed like sixty. Mr Hanbury was pleased to say

that the Goblin was in excellent condition and needed nothing being done to her’. (Pinney, Tom
(ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1999, vol. 4, p.111).
22nd July 1913. In a letter to Arthur Gibbs, who had helped find a previous chauffeur, Kipling
discusses the problems of finding a new man. He suggests he might sell his first Rolls-Royce – ‘and
spend the money in a squadron of Fords’. He says that the 1911 purchase cost £1,400 (see the £800
reported by Meryl Macdonald), and that he could sell for £1,100. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of
Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1999, vol. 4, p.191). At this time, Kipling was definitely
negotiating to buy a new Rolls-Royce, and would confirm the order in the autumn (Motoring Diaries:
Kipling Society members only).
13th [?]October 1913. Rudyard writes to John, asking his opinion on red leather with grey paint on a
G.W.K. This was a light car, of English make. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling.
University of Iowa Press, 1999, vol. 4, p. 205).

Photograph: Courtesy Bonhams Collectors Motor Cars and Automobilia. A 1913 G.W.K. light car.

The G.W.K., made in Surrey, used a water-cooled twin cylinder Coventry-Simplex engine of just over
one litre, rear-mounted. The drive system involved the engine, which was mounted across the
chassis, turning a disc on which a wheel could be moved from the periphery to the centre. Top speed
was with the driven wheel furthest from the centre and reverse was obtained by moving it back, past
the centre.
5th December 1913. Kipling writes to Lieutenant W.H. Lewis, reporting that he is buying a new car (a
Rolls-Royce) and a G.W.K. ‘for the juniors’. He adds, ‘I’m told it’s the best car on the market’. There is

no evidence that the latter purchase was completed. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard
Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 1999, vol. 4, p. 214).

Photograph: Courtesy Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts Club. Rolls-Royce record card.

Above is the Rolls-Royce record that Kipling ‘part-exchanged’ the first Silver Ghost for a new car in
1913. Of the ‘Green Goblin’, the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts Club records: ‘It was sold on by Rolls-Royce
to the War Office and probably became an armoured car or maybe a staff car. Either way she has
gone off the radar’.

6. 1913 Rolls-Royce 40/50 h.p. Silver Ghost, chassis 2738 (later 27NA),
Reg. LC 7507, Hooper Limousine Landaulet, ‘The Duchess’. Cost £1,350.

Photograph: Courtesy the Science Museum. A slightly earlier (1912) Hooper bodied Limousine Landaulet on the 40/50 Silver Ghost chassis.
Kipling specified dark green and black coachwork.

Photograph: The Kipling Society Library. The Rolls-Royce record card for 27NA.

18th March 1914. ‘All the family in France with the Rolls’. (Ankers manuscript, the Kipling Society
Library).
30th April 1914. An entry in Carrie’s diary has ‘A new car, a Ford arrives – the idea being it is to take
the place of the Rolls-Royce for station work’. This must have been a Model T Ford.

Photograph: Private collection. An early (1914) Model T Ford.

Before the First World War, the only Ford cars imported to England were Model Ts. Well known as
the first mass-produced car, they had a four cylinder in-line 2.9 litre petrol engine, mounted at the
front of the chassis, driving through a wet clutch engaging a two speed and reverse planetary gear
system. Ford described this as a three speed – the low gear in reverse could be used for the steepest
hills. A torque tube and differential gear set drove the rear axle. In many ways this arrangement
seems quite modern, but the controls were idiosyncratic, with a throttle on the steering wheel, and
three pedals and a lever controlling forward, reverse and the transmission brake in ‘unexpected
ways’ (Motor Sport magazine). Andrew Lycett records that, following his sixteenth birthday, John was
allowed to use the Ford to visit friends (Lycett, Andrew, Rudyard Kipling, Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
1999, p.440) .
21st October 1914. ‘Buys John a small car’. (Ankers manuscript, the Kipling Society Library). This may
apparently have been a Singer Ten . In a letter to Sir Percy Bates (19 th August 1931) Kipling
remembers, ‘All I had to do for my John was to supply fresh back axles for “Singer” cars as he and his
young friends broke ‘em’. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa
Press, 2004, vol. 6, p. 50)

Photograph: Courtesy the Singer Owners Club. A 1913 Singer Ten.

The Singer Ten had developed a very strong reputation in 1912/1913, and was to win at Brooklands
and at Aston Hill Climb, when tuned by Lionel Martin (later of Aston Martin). The Ten is often
described as the first big car in miniature. It had a 1,096 c.c. four cylinder engine, driving through a
three-speed gearbox in the back axle.
10th March 1915. In a letter to Arthur Gibbs, Kipling discusses the problems of finding a suitable
engineer/chauffeur:
‘Dear Gibbs,
I have been talking that man A. Stern, [surname and comma inserted
in manuscript in gap left in typescript] over with Mrs. Kipling, and she
reminds me that we have had both of our men trained at the Rolls
Royce Works before they were any good. Our present man Eaves,
though he had been in a garage and driven Rolls-Royce Cars was
never really efficient until after his time at Derby. I wonder what you
would think of proposing to this man—if you think him
satisfactory—that before he enters our service he goes to Derby and
have [sic] some training. I will willingly pay his railway fare, and he
might pay his board and lodging while there, and if he stayed with us a
year and I found him satisfactory, and there was a chance of the
relationship continuing, I should be glad to refund him his expenses.
As things are, I do not quite see my way to going on having men
trained, unless there is a reasonable chance of their remaining in my
service.
Of course, it is true of a Rolls-Royce more than any other car that a
man must have special training to get the best out of it’.

(ALS Mrs Marjorie House).
2nd April 1916. In a letter to Cameron Forbes, Kipling writes ‘We have put down our cars’. (ALS.
Harvard).
1st January 1919. From Carrie’s diary: ‘New Year’s Day a holiday. The first motor drive for ages. Visit
to the Husseys at Scotney’. (Scotney Castle was in West Kent, about twelve miles away).
4th January 1921. Kipling writes to Frank Doubleday, ‘Nelson [Frank’s son], to whom I owe a letter,
has sent the Duchess a handkerchief to wipe her nose with on foggy nights. It seems a great idea,
and her chauffeur is deep in its wires and lead. She will make a sensation in London where I shall use
the first sign of mist to turn it loose and so go down Piccadilly’. On the same day, Kipling writes to
Nelson, ‘Consider the emotions of a London “bobby” in a block of traffic on a wet day, to see the
Duchess scornfully wiping her face with her cuff, so to speak, while she waits for him to let her
through’. (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 2004, vol. 5, p.
40).
The swinging arm with a rubber blade, moved by hand with a lever at the top of the screen, or
through the slot in a two-piece screen, was a common accessory, usually credited to Mary Anderson
in the U.S.A.. An electric attachment, with an emergency lever for extra safety, was offered on Ford
Model Ts in the 1920s, but it appears that Tri-Continental (now Trico) claim the first wiper blade
technology in 1917. The background of this early accessory needs investigation! The ‘cleaner’
illustrated below is from a 1921 Ford.

Photograph: Courtesy the Model T Register.

25th March 1921. Kipling writes a long letter to Claude Johnson at Rolls-Royce, praising their service,
and relating the well-known story of the spring and exhaust pipe replaced at a hotel in Hyères.
(Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 2004, vol. 5, p.63).

Pinney records that ‘The Duchess’ was sold for £1550. After being ‘traded In’, this Rolls-Royce, chassis
27NA, seems to have made its way to a new owner, Sir Peter Mackie, in Glasgow. It arrived there in
June 1921, but stayed only three years, before being sold on to Mr G. Palfrey, in London. After five
years, the car was bought by Fletcher Ltd, to be used as a company car by the Managing Director,
Albert Foyer. Fletcher Ltd changed the landaulet body for a standard saloon. When Mr Foyer died,
the car went to a scrap yard, but in 1958 it was rescued by a Mr Brownridge, from St Albans. He
rebuilt the car, with a striking ‘Roi de Belges’ body.

Photograph: Courtesy Thiesen Hamburg GMBH. This is chassis 27NA, Kipling’s own car, re-bodied as a an open tourer ‘Roi de Belges’ by
Wilkinson Coachbuilders. It is still regularly used by a German collector.

2nd June 1921. Caroline Kipling’s diary has the brief entry, ‘The new Rolls-Royce motor comes at
about 7.30 p.m.’.
9th June 1921. In a more revealing entry, Carrie‘s diary has, ‘We accept £1550 for our old car, the
buyer to pay R.R. their commission. It cost about £1,350 in 1914. I hate to have it go – another
personal link with John gone’.

7. 1921 Rolls-Royce 40/50 h.p. Silver Ghost, chassis 6UE, Reg. LC 7507,
Hooper Limousine Landaulet, ‘Esmeralda’ or ‘Fourth Duchess of Tours’.

Photograph: The Kipling Society Library. Chassis 6UE with its original Hooper body.

21st September 1921. In a letter to Mrs E. Hussey, Kipling describes a stirring experience while on
tour in Scotland. They had left Bateman’s on 3 rd September, and would return on the 27 th. They are
outside Dunoon, over Holy Loch, then heading for Loch Streven [Striven]:
‘At this point, with no more warning than in a dream, the grey road suddenly reared itself up on end
in the bracken and the birches, as vertical, to the eyes, as a barn-door and – we had to take it cold,
without a run, with no surface, and no ghost of a notion what lay beyond the next bend. It brought
The Duchess down to her lowest gear. She hung on with her teeth and toe-nails, shattering gravel
like shot under her mudguards, and literally swearing like a cat, on a wall. It was her first real test.
[… ] It was glorious: and it proved that the Duchess was more than up to her job.’
(Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 2004, vol. 5, p86).
21st May 1923. A brief excerpt from the Motoring Diaries (these are available to members of the
Society, with thorough notes by Commander Alastair Wilson):
‘Duchess lay down – P[ost] M[ortem] began and after more than an hour was finally traced to a
broken make-and-break of the magneto. Smashed spring exhibited as evidence. Switched on to
batteries after more delays and were not back at Hotel until 4.30. Sent wire to RR (Cricklewood)
(Silverghost. Somehow that irritated one at such a crisis) for fresh make-and-break to be posted to
AA representative at Newhaven to meet Wednesday afternoon from Dieppe. (Type of Watford
Magneto E.6. Chassis 6 U.E.) and we are now committed to run to Dieppe tomorrow on our
batteries!’
Alastair Wilson’s notes at kiplingsociety.co.uk (For Members) explain the background to this entry.

20th October 1924. The notes on Carrie’s diary record that, ‘After endless worry they go to London
for the wedding. The Rolls has been refurbished by Hooper’. (This was Elsie’s wedding to George
Bambridge).
10th April 1925. Kipling writes to Elsie from Tours, telling the story of a broken leaf spring repaired
thanks to Parsons ‘the Burwash boy’ who had rescued them at Hyeres (see25th March 1921).
(Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 2004, vol. 5, p. 224).
30th August 1925. In another long letter to Elsie, Kipling boasts of ‘one hundred and sixty five miles in
two hundred and eighty minutes’ in the Rolls. He also mentions a ‘little Citroen’, driven by ‘Miss
G.S.. There is no indication that this belongs to Bateman’s. However, a letter from Meryl Macdonald
Bendle suggests that one of Kipling’s secretaries, Miss Walford, did own a Citroen ‘clover-leaf’, and
that this was bought for her use while she worked at Bateman’s. Certainly, in another letter to Elsie
(see 18th /19th August 1929) Kipling writes of ‘the old Citroen’ being traded in for £30 in the purchase
of a new car.
The Citroen ‘Clover Leaf’ was so called because of the unusual arrangement of the three seats. More
correctly a’5HP’ (only later a 5CV), it was manufactured from 1922 to 1926, and having an electric
starter, was successfully advertised as suitable for lady drivers. It had an 856 c.c. four cylinder
engine, driving through a three-speed gearbox and differential in the rear axle. As supplied in 1923 or
1924, it might well not actually have been a true ‘Clover Leaf. Instead, it may have been a ‘cul de
poule’ or ‘hen’s bottom’ body on the standard Paris chassis, readily available at that time as righthand-drive. The top speed would be close to 40 m.p.h., though brakes would only be fitted for the
back wheels.

Photograph: Te Kipling Society Library. From the Citroen catalogue, 1924.

13th June 1926. Kipling remains happy with the third Silver Ghost, writing to Elsie that ‘The restored
and reconditioned Duchess pulls like a cyclone and her present 45 m.p.h. comes as easy to her as the
old 40 used to.’ (Pinney, Tom (ed.), The Letters of Rudyard Kipling. University of Iowa Press, 2004,
vol. 5, p300).
25th October 1927. Carrie’s diary has, ‘Rud working on his ‘Flight of the Duchess’. No story with this
title is recorded, nor was there a tale involving the Rolls-Royce which could have been the piece.
10th May 1928. Here the notes on the diary record, ‘Go to Rolls-Royce and order a new car’ .
22nd May 1928. Carrie’s diary mentions in passing (!), ‘The chauffeur summoned at Chichester for
driving to the public danger but is discharged’.
When Kipling sold ‘6UE’ back to Rolls-Royce in 1928, it seems that they shipped it out to their
Bombay office (now Mumbai). There it was sold on to the Howra Temple Trust in Calcutta (Kolkata).
Apparently without help or advice from the company, the Trust removed the main passenger section
of the body and replaced it with a miniature temple. The car could now be used to carry the image of
a god on pilgrimage, during the festivals of Holi and Janmashtami, for a likely total of about sixteen
mile each year. This continued until 1982. An English Rolls-Royce specialist was then asked to go to
Kolkata to check it over. According to the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts Club, it was found that the foot
brake had been stuck for several years and in fact, since the engine had not run for some time, the
car had been pulled by bullocks each year. Following a thorough service, the car is still in use, though
usually propelled by the hands of the celebrants.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jZN8cFErMY

Photograph: Kipling Society Library.

Photograph: Courtesy Vintage and Classic Cars in India (Facebook).

8. 1928 Rolls-Royce 40/50 h.p. Phantom I, chassis 20AL, engine no. 0055,
Reg. PN1814, Hooper Limousine, Cost: £2,833.18s. 6d.
This model was the successor to the Silver Ghost, known as the “New Phantom", and subsequently
listed as a Phantom I. The chassis and transmission were little changed from previous 40/50 h.p.
models, but the 7,668 c.c. engine was much improved in performance. It was still a six cylinder, but
now overhead valve for the two three-cylinder units, in line. In 1928, Kipling’s car would have had the
new aluminium cylinder heads, which were later to cause corrosion problems. Transmission was
generally unchanged, with a three or four speed gearbox, for which changing gear still involved
double de-clutching, and some skill. Braking, on all four wheels, was assisted by a servo system
licensed from Hispano-Suiza. For Kipling there was a green and black limousine landaulet body by
Hooper, originally with the chauffeur's compartment open at the sides. Incidentally, in Motor Sport in
1961, a Phantom 1 was advertised for sale (at £500) as Rudyard Kipling’s car. The accompanying
photograph showed a different body style (a sedanca deville) and a different registration to that used
on the car at Bateman’s.

Photograph: Courtesy Rick’s Classic Cars. Landaulet body on chassis 20AL,

18th/19th August 1929. A letter to Elsie includes news of a new car for the secretary, Miss Walford –
‘well I suppose Miss W. calls it hers’. This was a ‘an eight Baby Morris – quite as smart as the Rolls to
look at, with every sort of gadget on it and in it, and four seats and a deep blue complection all for
£125 minus thirty back for the old Citroen’. This o.h.c. Morris Minor would certainly have been
impressive for its size. Kipling reports that, ‘It isn’t run in yet, and so must not be pressed, but Taylor
[then the engineer/ chauffeur at Bateman’s] says he has seen ‘em doing a level fifty’.

Morris produced the Minor from 1928, as a competitor for the Austin 7. It used an 847 c.c. overhead
cam engine, designed by Wolseley Motors Ltd, with a three-speed gearbox and the following
equipment advertised as standard: cable-operated brakes on all four wheels ,automatic screen
wiper – suction operated, driving mirror, shock-absorbers at both back and front, full width bumpers
at each end, safety glass, petrol gauge, electric horn and speedometer! Kipling (or his secretary)
would have had the choice of a two-door fabric bodied salon, or a four seater tourer. The ‘cammy’
Minor was certainly capable of at least ‘ a level fifty’.

Photograph: Courtesy Pre-War Minor Network. A contemporary image of the fabric bodied saloon.

5th May 1931. Kipling writes to his daughter, Elsie Bambridge: ‘Barring that Esmeralda, fresh from
her “repairs”, chose of a sudden to stink and smoke as her new asbestos packing dried out, so that
we had to stop to let her stink it out, we had no incidents’.
5th February 1932. The notes on Carrie’s diary record: ‘They are talking of a new car’. The actual
words seem to have been, ‘Mr Chichester comes about our old chauffeur’s new place, the sale of our
old big car and the idea of a new one’. (Shane Chichester was then the sales representative for RollsRoyce. He had to persuade the Kiplings that a ‘closed drive’ limousine, though with no side windows
for the chauffeur, was safe).
17th February 1932. ‘Discusses purchase of another Rolls with Mr Abbot of Rolls-Royce’. (Ankers
manuscript, the Kipling Society Library).
5th July 1932: Carrie’s diary has ‘Chauffeur returns with old car to be used until new one is ready’.
Mr Jack Hayward O.B.E. later purchased the Phantom 1 (reputedly paying nearly £15,000). He
described the car as ‘used by a private zoo before’, having ‘all sorts of giraffe and rhino droppings all
over it’. Rebuilding seems to have cost over £6,000. Mr Hayward, a noted benefactor, cited among
his recreations ‘keeping all things bright and beautiful’. On Sunday 24 May 1982 (Empire Day) at
Bateman's, the car was presented to the National Trust. It is on display, but not currently road-

worthy. Mr Hayward said of the current body, ‘At least you can walk into it without breaking your
back’ (Kipling Journal, September 1982).
Incidentally, in Motor Sport in 1961, a Phantom 1 was advertised for sale (at £500) as Rudyard
Kipling’s car, 20AL. The accompanying photograph showed a different body style (a sedanca deville)
and a different registration to that used on the car at Bateman’s.

Scan. Courtesy Motor Sport (1961). A Phantom I, listed as chassis 20AL, ex Rudyard Kipling.

Photograph. Courtesy The National Trust for Places of Historic Interest of Natural Beauty. 20AL with later Windover body.

26th July 1932. The diary records ‘The new car comes’.

9. 1932 Rolls-Royce 20/25 h.p. , chassis GKT27, engine no. 0055, Reg. PN
9820, Abbots, closed drive Limousine.
Taken off test on 9th May 1932, chassis GKT27 was fitted with Limousine coachwork by Abbott of
Farnham. There are reports that this was a former Inspection Department car (Clarke, Tom, The RollsRoyce 20/25HP, Complete Classics, 1997). Kipling had decided to opt for the smaller 20/25, at least partly
on cost grounds, as the annual tax for example, would be halved.
The 20/25 h.p. chassis was produced at Derby from 1929 to 1936. In that time, over 3,800 were sold.
Often marketed as an ‘owner-driver’ car, specialist body builders could provide coachwork to match the
larger models, though sometimes at the expense of performance. Kipling is reputed to have directed
Abbots to ensure that he could wear a top hat in comfort. The engine was of just 3669 c.c., compared to
the Phantom’s 7,668, but as a single six cylinder iron block with aluminium crankcase it was far lighter
and more efficient. Overhead valves were operated by pushrods, so in some ways the secretary’s Morris
Minor was more advanced, but still the 20/25 had the quality of the 40/40, without the ancient
technology. There was synchromesh on third and top gears, central automatic chassis lubrication, servo
assisted four-wheel braking, and a maximum speed approaching 80 m.p.h., which could be maintained
wherever road conditions allowed.

Photograph. Kipling Society Library. A 20/25 saloon with an Abbot closed saloon body. Kipling’s would have been dark green and black.

22nd August 1932. The Kiplings set off for the first tour in the new Rolls-Royce , visiting Oxford,
Cirencester, Chirk Castle, Neston (Cheshire), Lichfield, Stratford-on-Avon, Cambridge, and London,
arriving back at Bateman’s on 5th September. (Caroline Kipling’s diaries. Members Only section,
kiplingsociety.co.uk ).
4th November 1932. ‘Mr Chichester to vet new car’ (Ankers manuscript, the Kipling Society Library).

In a memo to a colleague, Chichester subsequently wrote: ‘This car has given Mrs K and ourselves
greater peace than we have ever known with him before’.
In 1933, 1934 and 1935, journeys to the South of France, and to Marienbad, were by train,
sometimes having the Rolls-Royce driven out to their hotel by their chauffeur. Brief mentions of
travel by car, or cars in general, in the notes to Carrie’s diary, or in Kipling’s letters, have little further
detail. For example:
10th July 1933. ‘Leave by car for London’.
20th January 1934. ‘We agree to give Elsie a light car’. (Since this would be based at Wimpole Hall, no
research has been completed).
29th March 1934. In a letter to Elsie, from the Villa L’Enchantement in Mougins, Kipling does
mention the Rolls-Royce: ‘The track down to the road – a quarter of a mile – has strained even some
of the bolts and screws of the Rolls’.
14th August 1934. The diary records, ‘We leave by motor at 5 p.m. for Southampton and Jersey’.
Alastair Wilson’s notes suggest that the car journey would have taken three hours.

With little further material, we must record that, after Kipling’s death, on 18 th January 1936, Caroline
Kipling continued to use the 20/25. Following her death in 1939, the trail for this last example of
Kipling’s cars goes cold until 2013.

PN 9820 sold for just over three thousand pounds at auction, at Duxford in Cambridgeshire, in late
2013. Described as a ‘rolling chassis’ it had (as is traditional) been discovered with several others in a
barn in Leicestershire. It remains DVLA registered, and to our knowledge is currently being restored.

Photograph. Private collection. The 1932 20/25 with remains of Abbot body, as sold at auction

